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“You are welcome to share this material because I want home
and property owners to succeed in their quest to capture their
remarkable views. But please note that all my content is
protected by copyright.”
— Charlie
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ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. No part of this book or its associated materials may be reproduced or
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or
by any informational store or retrieval system without express written permission from the author.
Disclaimer: The information you obtain through this report is not, nor is it intended to be, legal advice. You should consult an attorney for advice
regarding your individual situation. We invite you to contact us and welcome your calls, letters and electronic mail. Contacting us does not create
an attorney-client relationship. Please do not send any confidential information to us until such time as an attorney-client relationship has been
established.
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View Law Victory!
5 high-impact steps to view restoration
claim success

Step 1

Investigate

Step 2 Readiness
Step 3 Candid Camera
Step 4 Mediation Analysis
Step 5 Paradox Embrace

Addendum:

The CalViewLaw Story
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Views Matter…
Everyone loves a beautiful, unobstructed view!

Real Property Law
Real Estate Law
View Ordinances
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Step 1 - Investigate
Most View Restoration programs require mediation as a first step. It
goes without saying that you want the best mediator possible, one
who is good with people, and possesses empathetic listening skills,
yet has a firm hand that will manage the process and understand
the issues. So find a mediator trusted by both sides, with the
needed skill sets. But how? The best way is to become a private eye.
Your mediator has a personality and a philosophy of life.
Your mediator also has a past.
Investigate! Uncover every detail you can, including —
Schools attended
Memberships (associations and clubs)
Public profile/political views
Track record: past cases
Job history
Personal website and social media

Without this information, your first encounter may feel awkward as
you try to “figure out” who you are talking to.
Rather, think of the mediator as a special kind of tool. Master his or
her tendencies and idiosyncrasies and you’ve successfully
completed your first step.
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Getting Your View…
Requires agreement among:
home buyer/seller, city & neighbors.

Tree Ordinances
View Law Rights
View Protection and Restoration
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Step 2 - Readiness
Realize the mediator is a blank slate when your mediation begins.
You want the mediator to relate to you, to help you. He or she will
naturally gravitate to the person who is helpful, the person who is
prepared.
You know your mediator’s background because you did your
homework (see Step 1). Sharpen your presentation and even tweak
it to find common ground with the mediator.
Unprepared homeowners assume they are right and therefore will
likely prevail. They may also assume the mediator will guide them
through the process, ask all the important questions, and illuminate
their side of the debate.
Assume nothing. Instead —
List significant points you need to make
Write down specific questions you want the other side to answer
Script your presentation so that you keep on track throughout the
process
Place a pre-mediation call to the mediator. Discuss issues important to
you.
Prepare a Mediation Brief. Without typos and without aggressive,
condescending or insulting attacks on your neighbor. Be tough on issues,
soft on people. Your Brief should be a calculated, persuasive overview of
the facts and issues. Diplomatically educate the mediator.
Be alert for surprises. Anticipate your neighbor’s arguments. Give
thought to whether you might get a better evaluation by sending a copy
of your Brief to your neighbor.
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Consider how you will proceed at the mediation. Should you make a
strong opening statement in a joint session with your neighbor? How and
when will you present your photographs, expert's reports and other
exhibits?

Success is within your grasp if you can persuade the mediator to
understand your position. You are not obstinate or disorganized.
Creatively explore your options.
You are ready to help the mediator help you get your view back.
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At CalViewLaw…
We protect your property value.
We’re an invaluable resource for Realtors & property
owners. We are dedicated to restore your view
& property value.

View Law Mediation
Business Litigation
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Step 3 - Candid Camera
Understand your position thoroughly. Present multiple photos of
key vantage points at your first meeting with the mediator.
Recall Step 2 — be helpful to the mediator so she can help you.
Persuade through imagery.
Doctor some of the photos to reveal your view as it would be were it not
being obstructed.
Or get on a roof and take photos to show the view as it should be.

If you lack Photoshop skills, enter your neighbor’s property, with
permission, and look back at your property — through the
obstruction of trees or other growth. Capture that view with your
camera.
Then turn around and capture multiple images of the view you
would have … if not for the obstruction.
Each photograph will speak a thousand words at mediation.
Together they say, “You would want your remarkable view protected.
Please help me restore mine.”
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At CalViewLaw…We handle:
View Rights & Restoration
Tree & Foliage Obstructions
Navigating Municipal Ordinances
Deed Covenants & Restrictions
Neighbor Disputes

Capture the value of your view
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Step 4 - Mediation Analysis
You’ve decided to do what needs to be done to retrieve your
stunning ocean view. You’ve read your local view ordinance. It calls
for mediation, then arbitration, and then a planning board hearing,
all before you are bestowed the privilege of filing a lawsuit.
You want to do it right, but the cost in money and time and
following the rules is enormous. It may take two years to get your
view back.
Take a step back. Ask these questions:
Do you really need to participate in this process?
What are the downsides of not participating before you are permitted to
go to court?
Focus not only on the facts, but also on the relative benefits of a
negotiated resolution versus the risks of a trial. Objectively evaluate the
potential of losing in court, and the costs of litigation and then,
considering all these factors, determine a rational settlement position.
Really understand your best alternative to a negotiated agreement.

Do some research: Will your city or home association penalize you if
you decline mediation? Skip arbitration? Refuse to participate in the
administrative process? These are things you will need to analyze
before starting down the long path to view restoration.
There are instances in which it can make sense to proceed
fairly directly to court. Some cities will penalize you by not allowing
you to recover attorney’s fees after a judgment, or by shifting the
burden of proof at trial, but these are factors that need case-by-case
analysis.
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If no fine is hanging over your head, do some hard thinking. Ask
yourself if it is worth your time to go through the slow — though
often successful — mediation process, or proceed directly to court.
You must, sorry to say, judge your neighbor. Is he or she likely to
hear you, be flexible, and be willing to work with you to restore your
view? What are her underlying interests? How can you meet those
interests while gaining your view?
Think hard.
It is draining — financially, mentally and spiritually — to waste
resources, first on mediation, then arbitration and then the rigors of
going before your local Planning Commission.
All that just to get the right to file a lawsuit?
Think twice. Discuss this analysis with your attorney. View
ordinances vary.
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Why Us?
We’re solely focused on very specialized
real estate law cases.
We can help protect & recover your view,
often without litigation.
Our knowledge of municipal codes, mediation & litigation.

Tree Ordinances
View Law Rights
View Protection and Restoration
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Step 5 - Paradox Embrace
Recognize that if no view law ordinance is in place, you have no
right to your view, except in very limited cases of nuisance or spite
fences.
Realize that each view law ordinance is different from the next.
Malibu’s differs from Del Mar’s which differs from Tiburon, and so
on. Your friend who won a dispute in another town can’t
necessarily advise you. The subtleties can be tricky. Get some help
to fully understand the procedures and responsibilities your city’s
ordinance spells out.
Get ready to embrace paradox. Some cities fully enforce their view
ordinances, but others take a “hands off” approach and leave
enforcement of the law in court up to the parties.
If you have questions about any of the 5 High-Impact Steps, please
call me. I’m familiar with all view protection ordinances and have
broad experience working with home association view protection
CC&Rs.
In the long run, you’ll save time and money by knowing your rights
and responsibilities before starting down the view restoration path.
That’s my view.
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At CalViewLaw…
We’re successfully handled over 50 cases in the past 5
years all over California, from the coastline to San
Bernardino to Lake Tahoe.

Premises Liability Litigation
Product Liability Litigation
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Addendum – The CalLawView Story
Restoration and protection of the
precious view that brings peace,
meaning and luster to your life ...
This is why I founded CalViewLaw.
I call myself CEO, but it is more
accurate to describe myself as an
architect of cost-effective legal
strategies to allow you to reach
your business and personal
goals, and preserve your views.
The remarkable views on your
property are priceless. So, when
taken away, you naturally want to
take action.
But please know that the laws are
complicated. One wrong step at
the beginning of your view
restoration complaint can spoil
the outcome. Let's talk first so
that your initial steps can lead to
success.
Often mediation can solve view
disputes between neighbors. I'm
proud to say that I have mediated
many view disputes to very
successful conclusions.
So there is no need for you to
sweat the particulars of view
ordinances (each city has its own
set of rules), tree ordinances, or
view law protection and
restoration processes. That's my
job.
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My view law expertise began
years ago as an attorney and
litigator. For 25 years, I have
been in the employ of major
international corporations. Each
of these companies has their
own, sophisticated concerns.
Representing them continues to
be an honor. Overseeing the
resolution of sensitive legal
issues has allowed me to hone
my skills so that I am wellprepared to represent you during
all phases of the view dispute
process - mediation, arbitration,
litigation and administrative
hearings before planning boards
and city councils.
These experiences led to my
work with the beautiful City of
Palos Verdes Estates. The City
was designed by Frederick Law
Olmstead, Jr., who emphasized
relaxed and tranquil vistas, with
the best views reserved for the
public.
Every community should be so
lucky. And every landowner
should know their view law
rights. I hope this pamphlet has
been helpful. Contact me at your
convenience with any questions
about view law.
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Specialties
Real Property Law
Real Estate Law
View Ordinances
Tree Ordinances
View Law Rights
View Protection and Restoration
View Law Mediation
Business Litigation
Premises Liability Litigation
Product Liability Litigation
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